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Abstract.

Methane (CH4) fluxes from Alaska and other arctic regions may be sen-

sitive to thawing permafrost and future climate change, but estimates of both
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current and future fluxes from the region are uncertain. This study estimates

CH4 fluxes across Alaska for 2012 – 2014 using aircraft observations from the

Carbon in Arctic Reservoirs Vulnerability Experiment (CARVE) and a geo-

statistical inverse model (GIM). We find that a simple flux model based on

a daily soil temperature map and a static map of wetland extent reproduces

the atmospheric CH4 observations at the state-wide, multi-year scale more

effectively than global-scale process-based models. This result points to a sim-

ple and effective way of representing CH4 fluxes across Alaska. It further sug-

gests that process-based models can improve their representation of key pro-

cesses, and that more complex processes included in these models cannot be

evaluated given the information content of available atmospheric CH4 ob-

servations. In addition, we find that CH4 emissions from the North Slope of

Alaska account for 24% of the total statewide flux of 1.74 ± 0.26 Tg CH4

(for May – Oct.). Global-scale process models only attribute an average of

3% of the total flux to this region. This mismatch occurs for two reasons:

process models likely underestimate wetland extent in regions without vis-

ible surface water, and these models prematurely shut down CH4 fluxes at

soil temperatures near 0◦C. Lastly, we find that the seasonality of CH4 fluxes

varied during 2012 – 2014, but that total emissions did not differ significantly

among years, despite substantial differences in soil temperature and precip-

itation.
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Key points:

• A simple model of soil temperature and wetland distribution can repro-

duce patterns in atmospheric CH4 observations.

• The largest CH4 fluxes in Alaska occur in lowland tundra – in the south-

west (e.g., Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta) and North Slope.

• We do not find evidence for large year-to-year variability in total CH4

fluxes from Alaska.
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1. Introduction

Northern permafrost regions contain large quantities of soil organic carbon – up to 1300

Pg [Hugelius et al., 2014]. This reservoir is equivalent to two times the amount of carbon

currently in the atmosphere and 50% of all soil carbon in the world [Tarnocai et al., 2009;

Hugelius et al., 2014]. Soil carbon can be converted to methane (CH4) gas in wetlands and

inundated soils via anaerobic respiration, and these wetlands are therefore an important

component of the total global CH4 budget. Estimates of global wetland fluxes or emissions

range from 142 Tg to 285 Tg CH4 per year, compared to total CH4 emissions of 526 Tg

to 852 Tg [Kirschke et al., 2013]. CH4 emissions from boreal and arctic wetlands account

for 25 Tg to 100 Tg of this total [e.g., McGuire et al., 2009; Bousquet et al., 2011; Melton

et al., 2013; Kirschke et al., 2013].

Climate warming in boreal and arctic regions will likely be twice the global mean [Serreze

and Barry , 2011], and CH4 fluxes could increase in the future due to these changes. Alaska

is a particularly good case study, a location where these changes are acute. The rate of

temperature change has recently accelerated in Alaska, and permafrost in the northern

part of the state has warmed by 0.75◦ to 2.5◦C since 1980 [Markon et al., 2012]. In fact,

a recent study suggests that ∼17% (13 Pg) of all soil carbon in Alaska could thaw by

2100 [Mishra and Riley , 2012]. These changes could bring about large-scale shifts in soil

carbon dynamics across the state and concomitant changes in CH4 fluxes [e.g., Schuur

et al., 2015].

CH4 fluxes from high-latitude wetlands may play a critical role in global climate, but

both current estimates and future projections of CH4 fluxes from these regions are highly
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uncertain, particularly for Alaska. A recent model comparison project found little agree-

ment among CH4 estimates for the state. Estimates of total emissions range from 0.8

to 6 Tg CH4 yr−1 [Melton et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2014; Fisher et al., 2014]. Future

changes in wetland CH4 fluxes are also uncertain; fluxes from high latitudes may increase

anywhere from 6% to 35% per ◦C of global temperature increase [Gedney et al., 2004;

Khvorostyanov et al., 2008; O’Connor et al., 2010; Koven et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2011].

Two recent global-scale inversions, by contrast, have not found any evidence for a trend

in CH4 fluxes from the arctic in 2000-2010 [Bergamaschi et al., 2013; Bruhwiler et al.,

2014].

NASA’s CARVE aircraft campaign provides unprecedented atmospheric greenhouse gas

observations across the state of Alaska – observations that can be used to analyze current

and infer future greenhouse gas fluxes from Alaska. The campaign collected observations

during spring through fall of 2012 – 2015 across many heterogeneous ecosystems, includ-

ing boreal taiga, subarctic tundra, and arctic tundra. These observations complement

an existing, relatively sparse, long-term atmospheric observation network in Alaska: two

NOAA global background sites (one on the North Slope and one in the Aleutian Islands)

and a NOAA regular aircraft site near Fairbanks in the state’s interior. A handful of

previous studies have used CARVE, NOAA, and/or eddy flux data to estimate the mag-

nitude [Chang et al., 2014; Karion et al., 2016a] and the seasonal cycle [Karion et al.,

2016a; Zona et al., 2016] of Alaskan CH4 fluxes. These studies found that the total CH4

fluxes from Alaskan wetlands are much smaller than anthropogenic emissions sources in

the continental US but are comparable in magnitude to other high-latitude wetlands like

Canada’s Hudson Bay Lowlands [Chang et al., 2014; Karion et al., 2016a]. In addition,
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Zona et al. [2016] combined eddy flux data from the North Slope with CARVE observa-

tions and showed that 50% of fluxes occur during September – May, largely during times

when soils are near but slightly above freezing.

The present study uses three years of CARVE aircraft and tower observations (2012

– 2014) and a geostatistical inverse model (GIM) to explore additional, key questions

about CH4 fluxes from Alaska. First, we analyze how CH4 fluxes vary from one year to

another. This analysis may indicate the sensitivity of CH4 fluxes to year-to-year variabil-

ity in environmental conditions. Second, we examine which environmental drivers best

explain spatial and temporal patterns in the fluxes, as manifested in the atmospheric

CH4 measurements. These drivers can then be compared against the flux patterns in

existing process-based models. Third, we analyze the spatial distribution of fluxes across

the state. Alaska is topographically and ecologically heterogeneous, and we explore the

relative contribution of its different physical and ecological environments to high-latitude

CH4 fluxes. Lastly, we compare our optimized CH4 flux distribution to those estimated

from process-based models and explore what these markedly different spatial patterns

suggest for future biogeochemical modeling efforts.

2. Methods

2.1. CARVE aircraft and tower observations

The CARVE aircraft campaign sampled atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations

across the state during 2012 – 2015, and we utilize the first three years of observations

in this study [Budney et al., 2016]. The flight schedule varied by year, but flights usually

occurred during May through October of each year and included 6 – 10 flight days each

month. The campaign was based out of Fairbanks, Alaska, located in the state’s eastern
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interior region (65.815◦N, 147.856◦W). Flight lines repeatedly sampled southwest Alaska,

the interior region, and Alaska’s North Slope. Figure 1 shows the flight paths for June

of each year. The flight patterns are relatively similar in other months. On any given

flight, the aircraft usually spent significant time sampling within 150m of the surface but

always executed at least one vertical profile to 3000 – 5000m during the course of the day

to characterize the planetary boundary and residual layers.

Redundant Picarro analyzers measured CH4, CO2, and CO mole fractions continuously.

The air sample for one instrument was dried prior to sampling, while the second analyzer

measured ambient air and also reported water vapor concentrations. Post-calibrated dif-

ferences in CH4 derived from the two analyzers were less than 0.3 ppb CH4 [Chang et al.,

2014]. Both analyzers measure CH4 mole fractions every 2.5 s. We average this data

horizontally into 5 km bins and vertically into 50 m bins below 1000 m above sea level

(asl) and 100 m bins above 1000 m asl, as in Chang et al. [2014].

In addition to the CARVE aircraft observations, we also use hourly-averaged afternoon

observations from the CARVE tower (NOAA site code CRV) [Karion et al., 2016a, b].

The tower sits on a hilltop at 611 m asl in Fox, Alaska, approximately 20 km north of

Fairbanks (64.986◦N, 147.598◦W). Karion et al. [2016a] provide a detailed discussion of

the CRV tower observations.

2.2. Atmospheric modeling framework

We use the PWRF-STILT (Polar Weather Research and Forecasting - Stochastic Time-

Inverted Lagrangian Transport) model, specifically developed for CARVE analysis, to

relate surface CH4 fluxes to atmospheric concentrations [Chang et al., 2014; Henderson

et al., 2015; Karion et al., 2016a; Zona et al., 2016]. STILT is a particle back-trajectory
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model [Lin et al., 2003; Gerbig et al., 2008]; it indicates where air masses travelled before

reaching the observation location and time using PWRF meteorology. PWRF-STILT

produces a footprint, a quantitative estimate of how surface fluxes in different upstream

locations influence the observation site. For the setup here, each footprint has units of

concentration per surface flux (ppb per µmol m−2 s−1) on a 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ grid. The footprint

can then be multiplied by an estimate of surface fluxes to model the effect of those fluxes

(in ppb) at the observation site. Section S1, Henderson et al. [2015], and Chang et al.

[2014] describe PWRF-STILT in greater detail. In addition, section S2 highlights several

existing studies that have used PWRF-STILT and explores possible uncertainties in the

PWRF-STILT simulations.

2.3. The geostatistical inverse model (GIM)

We estimate CH4 fluxes in Alaska using a geostatistical inverse model (GIM) [e.g.,

Kitanidis and Vomvoris, 1983; Michalak et al., 2004; Gourdji et al., 2012; Miller et al.,

2014a]. We utilize a GIM because it requires fewer assumptions relative to other inverse

modeling strategies. For example, a classical Bayesian inverse model requires a modeler to

subjectively choose a bottom-up flux estimate and hard-code those flux patterns into the

inversion prior. However, existing bottom-up estimates for Alaska show little agreement

(sections 3.1 and 3.4). Instead, a GIM leverages auxiliary variables in place of a bottom-up

estimate and objectively chooses these variables using atmospheric data. The auxiliary

variables can consist of any spatial or temporal patterns that describe the fluxes, as

manifested in the atmospheric observations. In our setup, the auxiliary variables include

environmental drivers of CH4 fluxes drawn from a meteorology model, land surface maps,

and remote sensing. The inversion will scale the auxiliary data to minimize differences
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with the atmospheric CH4 observations. This component of the flux estimate is referred

to as the “deterministic component” of the estimate. The GIM also estimates spatial and

temporal patterns at grid scale – patterns that are implied by the atmospheric observations

but that do not exist in the auxiliary variables. This component is referred to as the

“stochastic component” of the flux estimate. The final flux estimate, referred to as the

posterior estimate, is the sum of the deterministic and stochastic components:

ŝ = Xβ̂ + ξ̂ (1)

In this equation, ŝ (dimensions m×1) is the posterior flux estimate, X (m×p) is a matrix

of p auxiliary variables defined at all grid locations and estimation times, β̂ (p× 1) is the

vector of estimated coefficients, and ξ̂ (m×1) is the estimated stochastic component. The

GIM simultaneously estimates both the coefficients (β̂) and the stochastic component (ξ̂).

Note that the coefficients (β̂) are constant in both space and time for the setup here. The

stochastic component, by contrast, varies both spatially and temporally at model grid

scale. Sections S3.1 and S3.2 list the full equations for the GIM and provide more detail

on the specific setup used here.

To run the GIM, one must first decide which auxiliary variables to include in the de-

terministic model (Xβ). We use a model selection framework based upon the Bayesian

Information Criterion to decide which auxiliary variables to includes within X [e.g., Gour-

dji et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2014a; Shiga et al., 2014; Fang and Michalak , 2015; Miller

et al., 2016]. The model selection framework will score each possible linear combination

of auxiliary variables based upon how well the model fits the atmospheric observations

and upon the complexity of the model (see sections S3.3 for specific equations). The more

complex a candidate model, the greater penalty it receives.
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All model selection frameworks include a penalty for model complexity (e.g., partial F-

test, Akaike information criterion, deviance information criterion, etc.), and this penalty

ensures that the selected model is not an overfit to the data [e.g., Zucchini , 2000]. The

inclusion of more auxiliary variables in the deterministic model will always improve model-

data fit, and a model with n variables will always be able to perfectly reproduce a dataset

of size n. Model selection uses a penalty to ensure that auxiliary variables are only

included within a model if those variables substantially improve model-data fit.

We consider a number of potential auxiliary variables: the Kaplan wetland distribu-

tion estimate [Bergamaschi et al., 2007; Pickett-Heaps et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2014a],

the Kaplan soil carbon estimate [Pickett-Heaps et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2014a], maps

of soil carbon content (30cm and 100cm) and peatland fractional coverage from NC-

SCD (the Northern Circumpolar Soil Carbon Database) [Tarnocai et al., 2009; Hugelius

et al., 2014], soil inundation from Matthews and Fung [1987] and Matthews [1989], a

map of lakes from the Global Lakes and Wetlands Database [Lehner and Döll , 2004], the

EDGAR v4.2FT2010 anthropogenic emissions inventory [Olivier and Janssens-Maenhout ,

2012], and the ASTER Global Digital Elevation Map [e.g., Tachikawa et al., 2011]. These

variables are static in time. We also consider a number of time-varying meteorological

variables from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) [Mesinger et al., 2006]:

soil temperature, an Arrhenius equation of soil temperature (see Eq. 1 in either Pickett-

Heaps et al. [2011] or Miller et al. [2014a]), soil moisture, unfrozen soil moisture, moisture

availability, specific humidity, relative humidity, snow depth, snow cover, and cloud cover.

The Supplement describes the model selection framework in greater detail (section 3.3).
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We estimate the fluxes at a daily temporal resolution for May – October of 2012 – 2014

and at a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ latitude-longitude. The geographic domain

includes all of Alaska and portions of Canada and Siberia (160◦E to 120◦W longitude and

50◦N to 75◦N latitude, Figure 2). The resulting flux vector (s) hasm = 1.94×106 elements.

Furthermore, we use observations from the CARVE tower and aircraft observations up

to 1500m agl. Observations above 1500m agl are usually in the free troposphere, and we

do not use these observations in the GIM. We also remove individual observations when

CO exceeds 150ppb, as in Chang et al. [2014]. This step removes obvious pollution or

the influence of biomass burning plumes. The resulting observation vector contains 51500

elements (50090 from aircraft and 1410 from the tower).

3. Results & discussion

We first examine total CH4 fluxes from Alaska and how those fluxes vary from year-to-

year. We then explore the environmental datasets (i.e., auxiliary variables) that explain

space-time patterns in the fluxes before discussing the spatial patterns of CH4 fluxes in

greater detail.

3.1. Total CH4 fluxes from Alaska

We estimate a total Alaska CH4 budget of 1.74 ± 0.26 Tg CH4 for the months of May

– Oct. (2012 – 2014 mean). Note that we do not quantify cold season CH4 fluxes (Nov.

– Apr.) in this study, and our CH4 budget is lower than the unknown, annual total.

In future efforts, year-round measurements would better capture the seasonal cycle and

contribution of fluxes during the late fall through early spring.
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Much of our estimated CH4 fluxes are likely due to wetlands. We define wetland fluxes

very broadly in this study as any flux related to the decomposition of organic matter.

Section S4 discusses potential contributions of other emissions sources, including oil and

gas extraction and marine fluxes.

Two existing top-down studies have estimated total CH4 emissions for Alaska. Karion

et al. [2016a] used data from the CARVE tower near Fairbanks, and Chang et al. [2014]

used CARVE aircraft data. The former study quantified total CH4 emissions (∼1.5 Tg

for May – Sept, 2012 – 2014) that are about 30% lower than the latter (2.1 ± 0.5 Tg for

May – Sept. 2012). Neither estimate is significantly different from our estimate given the

uncertainty bounds.

Relative to top-down studies, process-based CH4 flux models estimate a large range

of total budgets for Alaska [e.g., Chang et al., 2014; Fisher et al., 2014]. The recent

WETCHIMP project compared seven global process-based models for the years 1993–

2004 (Figure S5) [Melton et al., 2013]. These models estimate a May–Oct CH4 total of

0.65 Tg to 6.0 Tg CH4 (multi-year mean). We compare these model estimates with one

important caveat: the main strengths of these models may be their global to continental,

not regional, magnitudes and distributions.

The total flux listed above (1.74 ± 0.26 Tg CH4) represents our best estimate. We also

explore the sensitivity of this estimate to different aspects of the GIM setup, including

the boundary condition, covariance matrices, and auxiliary variables used in the GIM.

To this end, we estimate the fluxes using an alternate boundary condition estimate and

alternate altitude cutoff for the aircraft data (section 2.3). The total annual estimated
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flux varied by less than 10% in each case. Section S7 describes these sensitivity tests in

greater detail.

3.2. Year-to-year variability

We do not find evidence for large year-to-year variability in total CH4 fluxes estimated

for the 2012 – 2014 study period (Table 1). The variability among years is less than 10% of

the total and is not statistically significant. This variability is less than that estimated by

numerous process models. These models estimate a total CH4 budget for peak years that

is 33% to 88% higher than the lowest year, depending upon the model. The variability in

May – Oct. 10 cm soil temperature during the WETCHIMP study period (1993-2004) is

somewhat higher (1.8◦C) than during the 2012 – 2014 time window of this study (1.0◦C).

With that said, year-to-year variability in theWETCHIMPmodels appears larger than the

variability implied by the CARVE observations, and the sensitivity of the WETCHIMP

fluxes to processes that vary on year-to-year time scales may be too large. In contrast

to these process models, Zona et al. [2016] collected eddy flux measurements across the

North Slope in 2013 and 2014 and found that total CH4 fluxes were not significantly

different between years.

Our results imply that year-to-year variability in temperature and precipitation may

have a small effect on CH4 fluxes relative to long term, structural changes in these ecosys-

tems due to climate change. Schuur et al. [2015] explain that soil carbon decomposes at

a rate of less than 1% per year under thawed, anaerobic conditions, and increases in wet-

land CH4 fluxes due to climate change are likely to occur at the decadal, not year-to-year,

scale.
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Our total budget does not show any notable year-to-year variations, but the seasonal

cycle of our estimate shows some variability among years (Figure 3). The peak summer

estimate is highest in 2012 and lowest in 2014. Conversely, the fall and spring shoulder

seasons have the largest fluxes in 2014. These year-to-year differences are not attributable

to the temporal patterns in any environmental (i.e., auxiliary) dataset. Rather, these

differences are the result of the stochastic component in the inversion, not the deterministic

component, which varies by less than 3% among years. For example, the deterministic

component includes NARR soil temperature (10 cm depth); NARR 10 cm soil temperature

exhibits anomalies of up to ±4◦C at monthly time scales, but this variability is not large

enough to cause large year-to-year changes in CH4 fluxes estimated by the deterministic

model (see section 3.3).

These year-to-year differences in the seasonality of fluxes (Figure 3) are likely caused by

one (or more) of three factors. First, these differences could be driven by environmental

conditions, conditions that are not mirrored in any of the auxiliary variables. During

2012, Alaska experienced a warm spring followed by a cool and wet summer, and warmer-

than-average soil temperatures persist in NARR through the month of August. The

combination of warm soils followed by high precipitation could explain the relatively

large fluxes estimated for Jul.–Aug. 2012. By contrast, spring temperatures in 2013

were exceptionally cold with late thaw, followed by a warm and dry summer. Cool soil

temperatures, however, persist in NARR 10 cm soil depth throughout much of the summer.

These cold soil temperatures could explain why our estimated Jul.–Aug. fluxes in 2013

are lower than in 2012. During 2014, Alaska experienced a warm spring followed by a
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cool and wet summer. These conditions could explain the relatively large springtime and

low summertime fluxes in our estimate for 2014.

Second, these differences could reflect variations in sampling and advection patterns

from one year to another. For example, poor weather prevented the CARVE aircraft

from flying to the North Slope in a small number of months; the plane could not fly in

conditions that required de-icing equipment and therefore could be biased toward good

weather. In some months, the aircraft flew in the first half of the month, while in other

months, the plane flew in the last half of the month. However, year-to-year differences in

the seasonal cycle do not correlate with these differences in flight timing.

Third, these differences could reflect bias-type errors in the PWRF-STILT model that

differ from one year to another. However, the error statistics of PWRF do not change

substantially among seasons or years [Henderson et al., 2015].

3.3. Environmental drivers of CH4 fluxes

The model selection procedure determines which combination of environmental datasets

best reproduces space-time patterns in CH4 fluxes, as seen through the atmospheric ob-

servations. The best combination is a simple one: the Kaplan wetland map multiplied

by an Arrhenius equation of 10 cm soil temperature from NARR. This combination of

auxiliary variables provides the best balance between model-data fit and model simplicity.

The deterministic component estimated by the GIM has the following form:

Xβ̂ = 0.00268 + 322.2f(T )K (2)

where f(T ) = (α0.14 + 0.005(1− α)) exp

(
−309

(T − 227)

)
(3)

and α = min[exp (T − 303.15)/8, 1] (4)
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The deterministic component (Xβ̂) has the same units as the posterior flux estimate

(µmol m−2 s−1), and Figure 4 displays the 2012 – 2014 mean. The deterministic com-

ponent includes a modified Arrhenius equation of soil temperature (Eqs. 3 – 4), taken

from Pickett-Heaps et al. [2011]. In these equations, T is NARR 10cm soil temperature

in Kelvin, and α is an intermediate variable [refer to Pickett-Heaps et al., 2011]. This

Arrhenius equation (f(T )) fits the atmospheric observations better than using soil tem-

perature directly as an auxiliary variable. In addition, the deterministic model includes

a constant term, analogous to the intercept in a linear regression (section S3.3). Existing

GIM studies always include a constant term within the deterministic model [e.g., Gourdji

et al., 2008, 2012; Fang et al., 2014; Fang and Michalak , 2015].

The deterministic model is not a process-based flux model, but it represents a simple,

effective way to describe space-time patterns in the fluxes using limited environmental

information. The wetland map is static in time and drives the spatial distribution of

fluxes while soil temperature is variable in time and drives the seasonal distribution of

fluxes. Despite its simplicity, the space-time patterns in the deterministic model simulate

the atmospheric observations reasonably well, with a correlation coefficient (r) of 0.55

and RMSE of 24.8 ppb (Figure 5). By comparison, the mean, observed CH4 enhancement

from CH4 fluxes in Alaska is 22.5ppb.

In section S7, we also conduct several sensitivity tests using alternate combinations of

auxiliary variables and explore how the auxiliary variables affect the CH4 estimate. In

these test cases, the deterministic model and final flux estimate become more spatially

diffuse; these alternate combinations of auxiliary variables do not match the CARVE data
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as well as the model in Eq. 2, and the GIM relies more heavily on the constant, intercept

term than on the auxiliary variables.

A previous study by Miller et al. [2014a] applied model selection to evaluate CH4 fluxes

in boreal Canada and the Hudson Bay Lowlands and found a similar set of variables: the

Kaplan wetland map multiplied by an Arrhenius equation of soil temperature from NARR

(10 cm depth) and an estimate of unfrozen soil moisture from NARR. That study used

CH4 observations collected at towers across Canada and the northern US. This consistency

bolsters our confidence in the results. It further points to a great need for accurate wetland

maps and for accurate representation of soil temperature in process-based estimates.

A number of site-based studies from the North Slope further confirm the explanatory

power of these environmental variables, albeit at a very different scale. For example,

Zona et al. [2009] found that soil temperature explained 89% of variability in CH4 fluxes

inferred from eddy covariance measurements near Barrow, Alaska, and Sturtevant et al.

[2012] found that soil inundation was the primary driver of seasonal patterns in chamber

and eddy covariance measurements near Barrow. However, not all site-based studies agree

on the role of different environmental drivers [e.g., Sachs et al., 2008], and the studies above

do not represent a uniform consensus in the literature.

The model selection framework does not choose any additional variables because no

third variable describes enough additional variability to overcome the penalty for added

model complexity. We find that the atmospheric observations are not sensitive to more

detailed environmental processes (e.g., soil depth, moisture availability, etc.). If the at-

mospheric data were sensitive to more detailed processes or environmental variables, then

those variables would have been chosen during the model selection process. Atmospheric
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observations have limited ability to evaluate the impact of these additional variables on

CH4 fluxes; our results illustrate both the opportunities and limitations of intensive at-

mospheric measurement campaigns for evaluating surface CH4 fluxes.

Despite its simplicity, the deterministic model describes flux patterns at regional, multi-

year scales as well as process-based flux models. This result suggests that process-based

models can significantly improve their CH4 flux estimates by improving their treatment of

key environmental parameters like soil temperature and wetland distribution. The indi-

vidual WETCHIMP models yield correlation coefficients (r) that range from 0.54 to 0.32

and RMSEs that ranges from 25.9 to 60.5 ppb when compared against the atmospheric

data (Figure 5). Those simulations cover 1993–2004, and we compare the multi-year

means against the CARVE observations. The time period of these simulations is different

from that of the present study, but it is unlikely that either the magnitude or spatial

distribution of CH4 fluxes across the state has changed dramatically in the intervening

10–15 years [e.g., Schuur et al., 2015].

3.4. Spatial patterns in CH4 fluxes

Our posterior flux estimate yields the largest fluxes in southwestern Alaska, the Seward

Peninsula, and the North Slope (Figure 4a). The Yukon Delta National Wildlife Refuge

and Yukon–Kuskokwim Delta of southwestern Alaska are a subarctic, lowland tundra

with extensive wetlands, lakes, and rivers. The Seward Peninsula is covered by tundra

and contains both lowland regions covered in wetlands and lakes as well as several small

mountain chains less than 1,500m in height. The North Slope is an arctic, lowland tundra

underlain with thick permafrost and many thermokarst features. All three regions have
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few or no trees and generally saturated soils. In contrast to these areas, CH4 fluxes are

smaller in Alaska’s boreal interior region.

The deterministic model captures many of these spatial features, including large CH4

fluxes in southwestern Alaska and the North Slope. This comparison further confirms the

capabilities of the deterministic model (Figure 4b). The stochastic component of the GIM

includes additional variability in CH4 fluxes, variability that does not map onto patterns in

the deterministic model. The stochastic component removes fluxes from Alaska’s interior

and adds fluxes to the southwestern and North Slope regions (Figure 4c), regions that were

regularly sampled by aircraft. These adjustments may hold several implications. First,

wetland coverage may be higher in southwest Alaska and the North Slope and lower in

the interior relative to the Kaplan estimate. Second, wetlands across the North Slope may

be more productive (in terms of CH4) relative to the temperature-driven patterns in the

deterministic model [e.g., Iwata et al., 2015; Zona et al., 2016].

Our flux estimate for various regions of Alaska is also broadly consistent with available

eddy flux data. Zona et al. [2016] measured CH4 fluxes at five sites on the North Slope,

and their measurements are comparable to the largest flux-producing regions of the North

Slope in our estimate; they found peak summer fluxes of 2.4× 10−2 µmol m−2 s−1 (multi-

site mean) and a May – Oct. mean of ∼ 1× 10−2 µmol m−2 s−1. In addition, Iwata et al.

[2015] measured CH4 fluxes in a black spruce forest near Fairbanks, and their results

are comparable to the magnitude of our estimate across many parts of Alaska’s interior.

They measured fluxes that varied from from 0.09×10−2 – 0.2×10−2 µmol m−2 s−1 for the

snow-free season, depending upon soil wetness at the given site.
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We additionally compare the spatial distribution of our GIM estimate to the distribution

of global, process-based estimates from the WETCHIMP project [Melton et al., 2013].

Relative to those estimates, we find much higher fluxes across the North Slope (Figure

4d), a region that accounts for 24% (or 0.42 Tg CH4) of the total CH4 flux in our May–

Oct. estimate compared to 3% (or 0.04 Tg CH4), on average, in the WETCHIMP models

(Figure 6a). The models show substantial disagreement across southwest region of the

state, but all seven models estimate small fluxes for the North Slope (Figures 4e and S7).

Two factors explain the difference between our estimate and process-based estimates

across the North Slope. First, process-based models estimate relatively low wetland cov-

erage for the North Slope (Figure 6b). These models assign between 0.07% to 25% of the

state’s wetland area to the North Slope. The Kaplan wetland map, by contrast, assigns

39% of the state’s wetland area to the North Slope, and this map is more consistent with

atmospheric CH4 observations than other wetland maps (see section 3.3). Most of the

WETCHIMP models (five of the seven) use GIEMS to inform wetland area (see Figure

1 in Melton et al. [2013]). GIEMS is a remote sensing product that estimates surface

inundation; it concentrates inundation in a small region near Barrow, a region with many

surface lakes that are visible to satellites. The Kaplan map assigns wetlands more broadly

across the North Slope in regions with and without substantial surface water.

Second, North Slope wetlands in the process models do not produce as much CH4 as

in our estimate (Figure 6c). In our estimate, one km2 of wetlands on the North Slope

produces about 75% as much CH4 as one km
2 of wetlands in other, warmer regions of the

state. This calculation is based on the Kaplan wetland distribution, and this calculated

percentage could increase/decrease if the Kaplan estimate is too high/low across the North
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Slope. In the process models, this number ranges from 10% to 43%. This difference in

estimated productivity likely reflects missing temperature-related soil processes in process-

based models. For example, SDGVM will not produce methane unless the monthly mean

air temperature is greater than 5◦C [Wania et al., 2013], and air temperatures on the

North Slope usually only exceed that threshold for zero to two months per year. Despite

the high temperature threshold in SDGVM, it still reports higher North Slope CH4 fluxes

and higher productivity than several other process models (Figure 6a and 6c). These

process models also contrast with recent eddy flux measurements on the North Slope by

Zona et al. [2016], who found substantial CH4 production from soils that are near freezing.

4. Conclusions

We estimate CH4 fluxes in Alaska across multiple years (2012 – 2014) using observations

from the recent CARVE airborne and tower campaigns and a geostatistical inverse model

(GIM). This study focuses on the year-to-year variability, environmental drivers, and

spatial distribution of CH4 fluxes across the state.

We find little year-to-year variability in the fluxes across 2012, 2013, and 2014; total CH4

fluxes for May – Oct. average 1.74 ± 0.26 Tg CH4 and are within 10% from one year to

another. This result contrasts with seven process-based estimates that vary between 33%

to 88% among years [Melton et al., 2013]. These results may indicate the sensitivity of

CH4 fluxes in Alaska to near-term variability in environmental conditions; even relatively

large differences in temperature and precipitation among years did not translate into

large differences in our CH4 flux estimate. By contrast, process-based models may be too

sensitive to variations in environmental drivers that occur on year-to-year time scales.
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Our results further indicate that a small number of key environmental parameters can

describe many spatial and temporal features in CH4 fluxes from Alaska. This result pro-

vides a simple way to parameterize CH4 fluxes at time scales comparable to the study pe-

riod using only limited environmental information. This simple model of wetland area and

soil temperature describes patterns in the fluxes more effectively than seven process-based

estimates; these estimates could therefore improve the treatment of these key environ-

mental drivers. This result cautions, however, that intensive, airborne observations from

CARVE have limited ability to evaluate additional, more detailed processes in bottom-up

flux models. Aircraft data represent the integrated signal of CH4 fluxes over a large geo-

graphic area, and this study illustrates both the possibilities and limitations of this data

for informing process-based estimates of greenhouse gas fluxes.

Lastly, our study reveals a number of broad spatial features in CH4 fluxes. We find the

largest fluxes in Alaska from lowland arctic and subarctic tundra. Many taiga regions in

the interior are low in elevation but produce smaller fluxes. Our findings indicate large

fluxes from the North Slope relative to seven process-based estimates. This difference is

caused by two factors. First, process models appear to underestimate wetland area in

regions of the North Slope without thermokarst lakes or obvious surface water. Second,

these models shut down prematurely when sub-surface soils approach freezing temper-

atures. In contrast to these results for the North Slope, several recent studies indicate

that process models overestimate CH4 fluxes in warmer, boreal regions of North America

[Pickett-Heaps et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2014a; Wecht et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2016].

Cold soil tundra is a larger contributor to North American CH4 fluxes and warmer bo-

real regions a smaller contributor relative to process-based estimates. As a result, future
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climate projections based upon these process models could underestimate CH4-climate

feedbacks for cold soil tundra and overestimate feedbacks in regions with warmer soils.
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Table 1. Methane emissions for Alaska (May - Oct)

Year Emissions (Tg CH4)
2012 1.80 ± 0.45
2013 1.65 ± 0.43
2014 1.77 ± 0.45
Mean 1.74 ± 0.26
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Figure 1. Maps of CARVE aircraft flights for June of each year. The flight paths are color-

coded by altitude (in meters).
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Figure 2. Panels visualize the annually-averaged PWRF-STILT observation sensitivity or

footprint (aircraft and tower) for (a) 2012, (b) 2013, and (c) 2014. This figure displays the entire

geographic domain used in the geostatitical inverse model (GIM). The sensitivities are highest

over Alaska and minimal over Canada and Siberia. As such, we only report estimated CH4 fluxes

for Alaska.
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Figure 3. Estimated CH4 budgets for Alaska by month for 2012 – 2014. The vertical lines

show the associated uncertainties (one standard deviation).
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Figure 4. Panel (a) displays the CH4 fluxes estimated by the GIM, averaged over all time

periods (May – Oct., 2012 – 2014). Panels (b) and (c) illustrate the individual components of

the posterior flux estimate; the sum of these two panels equals the posterior estimate in panel

(a). Panels (d) and (e) display the mean and range, respectively, of seven process-based CH4

fluxes estimates from the recent WETCHIMP model comparison project [Melton et al., 2013].
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Figure 5. This plot compares atmospheric CH4 concentrations modeled with PWRF-STILT against
CH4 observations from the CARVE aircraft and CRV tower. We model CH4 concentrations using a
number of flux estimates: (a) the posterior estimate from the GIM, (b) the deterministic component
from the GIM, and (c-i) process-based flux estimates from the WETCHIMP comparison study [Melton
et al., 2013]. Darker colors indicate a higher density of points in each scatter plot. Note that the
process-based estimates are more comparable to the deterministic model than the posterior estimate;
the process-based estimates and deterministic model rely on auxiliary variables or environmental driver
datasets. In contrast, the posterior estimate also includes fluxes that do not map on to any auxiliary
variable.
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Figure 6. The individual panels (a–c) of this figure display CH4 fluxes, wetland area, and

CH4 productivity (i.e., CH4 fluxes per unit of wetland area) relative to the entire state of Alaska.

Process-based models estimate relatively small fluxes for the North Slope (panel a). This result

has two causes: process-based models estimate relatively low wetland area for the N. Slope (panel

b) and low relative CH4 productivity for that region (panel c). Note that this figure uses annual

maximum wetland extent. Some, but not all, models also report wetland area at the monthly

scale.
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